
Underhand Bentover Row (DL; NG)

Bicep Curl (NG)

Straight Arm Pulldown (DL; NG)

Back Raise (SL; WG)

Lat Pulldown (DL; WG)

= Double Loop Door Anchor Setup
= Single Loop Door Anchor Setup
= Wide Grip on Bar
= Narrow Grip on Bar

DL
SL

WG
NG

Rear Delt Raise (SL; WG)

Standing Row (SL; WG)Floor Pullup (DL; WG)

Shoulder Press (WG)

Incline Chest Press Fly (SL; WG)Chest Press Fly (DL; WG)

Low Chest Pullover (SL; WG)

Triceps Pulldown (DL; NG)Shoulder Raise (WG)

Pulled Apart Not Pulled LEGEND

• 8 reps pulled apart
<< no break >>
• 8 reps not pulled 
<< 10 second break >>
• 8 reps pulled apart
<< 90 second rest, repeat at least 2 times >>

Tension Trio 
Instructions
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Leg Raises Ab Retraction

Oblique Rotation

Reverse Core Circle Reach Ups

1

3

4 5

Repeat exercises 1 through 5 one more time.
When finished, complete the bottom exercise.  

Do 60 seconds on each side.  Do 2 sets on each side.   

• Do each exercise for 60 seconds.
• Go directly to the next exercise in the sequence
without resting.  Only break if necessary.
• Rotate through exercises 1 through 5 for a total of 2 times.
• Complete “Leg Lifts” exercise (at bottom of page).  
60 seconds each leg. Do 2 sets per leg.

Ab/Leg Day Instructions

Setting It Up
• Place handle attachments 
as a narrow grip set up.

• Put your feet through the
handle attachments.

• Spread your legs out so 
that at least one of the 
center straps is flat.

Setting It Up

• Place the door anchor 
at the bottom of the door.

• Clip both sides of the 
resistance band to the 
d-ring on the door anchor.

• Put the loop part of the 
band around your foot or 
ankle.  Make sure the 
band is secured. Leg Lifts

For a more comprehensive leg workout, you can purchase the loop bands to add to these exercises.
For more info, go to www.tensiontoner.com/loop 

Ab/Leg
Day
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MONDAY TUESDAY  THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY 
Push Pull Off  Push Pull Abs/Legs Off 

Here’s How Tension Trio Works:  
Each day will be split as either a push day, a pull day, or leg/ab day.  So the weekly schedule will 
look something like this:

On your pull day, you’re going to choose 3 exercises from the pull section on the workout chart. 
Plug each exercise into the trio charts below.  For instance, if it was a “push day”, you would pick
three exercises from the push section (i.e. shoulder raise, triceps pulldown, and low chest pullover).  

In Trio #1 plug in the first exercise, the shoulder raise.  In Trio #2  plug in the second exercise, the 
triceps pulldown.  In Trio #3, plug in the third exercise, the low chest pullover.  In each trio, you’ll go 
from the first set to the second set with no rest.  You’ll then take a 10-second break, and finish off the 
third and final set.  Take a 90-second break and repeat the sequence 2 more times.

Once you’re complete with Trio #1, go to Trio #2.  From Trio #2, go to Trio #3. 

IMPORTANT: Follow the correct tempo for each rep.  Both the concentric (lifting) portion, and the 
eccentric (lowering) portion of every repetition should be 2 seconds.  
Here’s a tip to help you maintain the correct pace and track your reps.  
Mentally repeat the following during the set.  
•  For your first rep, slowly say 1-1 as you lift the weight, and 1-1 again as you lower the weight.  
•  On your second rep, continue saying 1-2 while lifting, and 1-2 again while lowering the weight.  
•  Continue for each rep, all the way up to 1-8 (rep number 8). 

WEDNESDAY


